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Abstract

Introduction

The performance of a new high resolution scanning ion microprob e (SIM) is elucidated with rega rd to imaging capabilities
using the ion-induced seco ndar y electron (ISE ) or seco ndary
ion (ISi) signal s, and the ma ss- reso lved signal from a seco ndary ion mas s spectrometry (SIMS) system. Th e new instrument
focuses a beam extracted from a liquid metal ion so urce (LMIS)
to a range of spot sizes reaching the 20 nm level. The probe
curr ent (1.6 pA) available at this level of lateral resolution , which
approaches the theoretical resolution limits of the SIMS method ,
is still adequate to obtain detailed isotopi c maps for surfac es
rich in the elements of low ionization potential (positive ISi) ,
o r high elec tron affinity (negative ISi ) . In addition to examples
of high reso lution ISE and ISi images of objects di splayin g suffi c iently small topographi c detai l, mass spectra and isotopic maps
are shown , testing both the lateral and depth reso lution attained.
The latter res ults belon g with a pro gra m of interdi sc iplinary researc h applicati ons of the new microprobe , which include studi es
of e.g. , the monolayer lateral distribution of intercalant in SbCI 5
interca lated graphite and of silica te min era ls and iron distribu tion in sec tion s of chondrules and the ir rim s (co mpon e nts of
c hondrites , a clas s of stoney met eo rites) . In the biomedical field ,
the new micro probe finds application in e.g., the stud y of human
rena l calc uli and bone . Mo st promising is the use of stable iso tope trace rs (e.g ., Ca 44) to unravel the dynamic s of bon e
mineraliz ation , as thu s far shown with the in-vitro culture of
the sku ll bone of neonatal mi ce.

Th e attainment of high spatial resolution in ima ges obtained
using des tru ctive probe s such as those extra cted from liquid
metal ion so ur ces (LMIS ) in a sca nnin g ion micro probe (SIM ),
require s ca reful opt imization of many parame ters affec ting both
the target sampl e and its retrieved image. This holds true in either
the imaging of the surface topogra phy explo iting the ion-induced
secondary electron (!SE) or ion (ISi ) s igna ls (Lev i-Setti , 1983),
or in the mappin g of the iso topic sur face distribution using the
mass -reso lved signal from a seco ndary ion mass spectrometry
(SIMS) system. A small probe size is by no mea ns synonymou s
with high spa tial image resolution , unl ess releva nt as pects of
the prob e-ta rget interac tion and of the image acqui sition system
are taken into acco unt . C lear ly, to reduce the loss of surface
detail resulting from depth -averag ing or latera l smoo thin g due
to samp le eros ion during ISE o r ISi image acq uisition , the total
prim ary ion dose should be maintained at a practical minimum.
Thi s co nditi on is even more strin gen t in SIMS imag ing , wher e
one wishes to res tri ct the samp led depth to the intrin sic ISi
escape depths , typica lly com parab le to the thickness of one
monol ayer. This requirement w ill translate , for a g ive n probe
curr en t , to limits on the imaged sa mpl e area or image magnifi cation. Concurrent requir eme nts for high resolution SIMS imaging involve co nsidera tion of the optimum speci men samp ling
with a digital raster, of the tim e of flight of the mas s-analyzed
ions, and of the co nditi ons required to maintain adequ ate oxygen coverage of the sa mpl e to e nhance ISi y ie lds. These have
been di sc ussed previ ously (Lev i-Se tti , et al. , 1984a) and wi ll
be reexamined in the co ntext of this report.
An overall sca ling factor, which may allow or deny the matching of the probe size with image reso lution in SIM or SIMS
imag ing, is repr ese nted by the collection efficienc y for the !SE
or ISi signal s, and by the overall tran smi ss ion of the SIMS system . With carefully design ed SIM and SIMS systems, coupled
to a high resolution imag e display, it has been feasible to pre se rve the matching of beam spot size and image resolution to
reac h the 20 nm level in both !SE , ISi or SIMS images , with
probe currents as low as I pA , thu s reducing the surface sample consumption to a fraction of a monolayer when the dwell
time per pixel is :S I0- 4 s. In the se operating conditions , we approach the limits of lateral reso lution of the SIMS method , which
are se t by the size of the collision casca de s initiated by the inci dent ion s (Liebl, 1975, 1980). Thi s is accomplished with a 40
keV Ga + or In + beam from a high reso lution scanning ion
microprobe developed by the University of Chicago (UC) in

Keywords: Liquid metal ion sources, scanning ion microscopy ,
secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS), imaging microanal ysis, imaging SIMS, gallium and indium focused ion probes ,
high spatial resolution , isotopic maps , stable isotope labeling ,
secondary electron and secondary ion emission.
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co llabo ration with Hu ghes Rese ar ch Lab orato ries (HRL ).
Desc ripti ons of the instrum e nt and pr eliminar y acco unts of its
performan ce have bee n reported pr eviously (Levi-Setti et al. ,
1984 a, b) .

TABLE 1
Specifications of UC-HRL SIM/SIMS
at highest explored resolution
A. Optical Column

The UC-HRL SIM/SIMS
Optical Column
Th e sc hemati cs of the new microprob e are shown in Fig. I.
Th e optica l co lumn co mpri ses a LMIS enclose d in a Ta housing,
place d - I mm from an extrac tion apertur e , also made of Ta.
Th e optica l ape rtur e is place d at the entran ce of an asy mm etri cal
tri ode lens, whi ch opera tes in the dece lera ting mode (Orl off and
Swan so n , 1979) . A drift spa ce followin g thi s lens is oc cupi ed
by an octupol e deflecto r, used to ce nter the LMIS tip on the optica l axis of the column by viewing the cro ssover apertur e, which
also ser ves th e purp ose of diff e rentia l pumpin g betw ee n so urce
a nd spec imen chamb e rs. A du a l oc tup ole deflec tio n asse mbl y
provides for do uble deflec tion of the bea m . A final e inze l lens
focuses the prob e on the target. A co mp endium of operatin g
parameters, refer ring to the co nfiguration used for highest reso lution (thus far), is given in Table IA. Plots of the theo retica l probe
di amete r dp (Lev i-Setti and Fox 1980 and Lev i-Setti et al. ,
1984b ) as a fun ction of the so urce acce ptan ce half-a ngle a 0 are
shown in Fig. 2 for pro be voltages 30 and 50 kV, extrac tion
voltage V 5 = 10 kV, typica l so ur ce energy spr ea d (FWHM ) IO
eV, for two ass umed values of the virtu a l so urce size, 10 and
50 nm res pectiv ely. For mos t of the useful range of these curv es,
the predicted spot size is chromatic-a ber rati on limit ed . By varying the size of the bea m defi ning ape rtur e (thu s far at settings
of 25, 12. 5 a nd 5 µm , we have explo red the shape and size
of the focuse d probe. Fro m the ga uss ian pro file of grooves
sputt er-etch ed in Au-coa ted wa fe rs , we have dete rmin ed a dp
FWHM of 90 and 4 3 nm at a 0 valu es of 0.78 and 0.39 mr
res pect ively, and a pea k source angular intensity of - 15 µA/sr
(Le vi-Setti et al. , 1984b ) . For the small es t a 0 (0. 16 mr ) , determin ed by a Ta ape rtur e ca nal 5 µm in di amete r, 25 µm long ,
the prob e size was infe rred from the obse rved image reso lution , since it ha s pro ven diffi c ult to obtain we ll defined etched
grooves in Au. Fo r so urce curr ents of2µA , the prob e c urr ents
obta ined for th e th ree ex plored se ttin gs ar e 32 , 8 and 1.6 pA ,
co nsistent with a purely chromatic-a berrated reg ime, with probe
d iameter prop ortional to a 0 , and probe curr ent to a 0 2 . We have
not reac hed as yet the angular reg ion wh e re the v irtu a l so urce
size may limit the prob e size . We ca n state with some co nfidence,
howeve r, th at the virtu a l so urce size does not excee d - 50 nm .
So me di fficultie s are prese nted to furth e r our ques t for the limiting prob e size, which will requir e th e use of ap ertur e - I µm
in di ameter with very high as pec t rati o. We have witn esse d the
g radu al widenin g of the las er -drilled 5 µm Ta a pe rtur e until
almo st complete destruction of the 25 µm thick Ta ap ertur e foil,
due to sputter ero sion , over 3- 400 hours of sour ce operati on .

- Source extrac tion voltage

5- 20 kV

- Pro be voltage

40 - 60 kV

- Prim ary ions

Ga +, In + from LMIS

- Prim a ry io n curr ent

1.6 pA

- Prob e size (theor.)

20 nm

- Opti ca l ape rtur e size

5 µ m , Ta

- M ag nifi ca tion

0.4

- Workin g di stance

2 .5 cm

B. Imaging Data, Surface Topography or Material Contrast
- Signal
!SE or ISi
- Detec tor s

2 CE M

- Detec to r bias

+

- Bes t image reso lution

20 nm

300 V, - 3000 V

- Ras ter s ize

1024 x 1024 pi xels

- Dwell tim e/ pi xel

0.5 µs - 16 m s

- Optimal s ize of image d area

20 X 20 µm 2

- Imag ing modes

pul se or anal og

- Typical expos ure tim e

256 sec. fo r re produ ction
qu ality

- Statistics for co ntinu ous tone

10 - 25 co un ts/pi xel

C. SIMS Data , Mass Spectra
- ISi ene rgy w indow
- Target voltage bi as

10 eV
± 100 eY

- CE M co llec tion voltage bias

± 0 - 10 eV
± 3000 V

- Usef ul M / dM

200 - 1000

- Ar ea sca nned

5

- Depth e rod ed
(S=3 , 1.6 pA , 40 keV Ga +

-

- Atom frac tion detec ted
e.g . , Ca 4 0 in fluoroa patite ,
S =3)

1/250

- Mass reso lved co unt rates
(e .g. , Ca 4 0 in fluoroa patit e)

2 x 104 cps/ pA

- Dy nami c range (I hr .
spec trum )

4 - 5 decades

- Q uadrup ole voltage offset

X

5 µm

130 nm/ hr

D. SIMS Data, Isotopic Maps

Detection , image display and SIMS instrumentation
Th e ISE and ISi det ec tion sch eme adopted for ima g ing of the
surfa ce topograph y a nd mate rial co ntra st in th e UC -HRL SIM
is based on the experien ce ga ined in our studie s with the prot otype UC-SIM (Levi-Setti , 1983) . As shown in Fig. I, two channel
e lectron multipli e r detec to rs (CEM ) overlook the tar get reg ion
at a shallow angle. A summ a ry of !SE and ISi ima g ing data
is given in Table IB. All mic rograph s to be shown here were
obtained in the "pul se -mode;• where individual CEM pul ses are
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- Beam current (40 keV Ga +
o r In +)

1.6 pA

- Bes t map reso lution

20 nm

- Ras ter size

1024 x 1024 pixe ls

- Optimal size of image d a rea

20 X 20 µm

- Typica l sca n tim e

32 - 512 sec .

- Max imum e ro sion depth for
optimal map (512 sec., S=3)

1.2 nm

- Pea k stati stics
(e.g., Ca 40 in fluoroa patit e)

15 count s/pi xel
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Fig. I. Schematics of the UC-HRL scanning ion microprobe.

d isc riminated , amp lifi ed , shaped and di splayed w ith variable
wid th and amp litude on a high reso luti on CRT. Im ages are
recorded on 7 XI cm 2 Polaroid film in sing le- pass scans. A
Z80-based microprocessor contro ls the beam deflection system
and stigmator. The digital raster can be varied from 16 X 16
to 1024 x 1024 pixel s/ frame. For reproduction-qua lity micro grap hs, including SIMS map s, we use the larges t raster size.
Raster sizes of 256 or 512 are often used for visua l imaging and
SIMS spectra acquisition on target areas which would be uni forml y samp led with a 1024 raster. In so doing , gaps unp atched
by the probe a re left between pixel s, thus reducing the surfa ce
of oxygen depletion which would res ult from a "carpet sweep."
The latte r however is the condi tion chose n for opt imal ima ging, where the size of the imaged area matches the product 1024
x dp , so that contig uou s pixels on the samp le are mapped on
the CRT.
Special pre caut ions have been taken to co nstru ct a highl y efficient ISi analysis-transport system (ATS) for SIMS microanalysis
while maintaining the prob e working distance as short as possible , not to compromise spati a l resolution. A sc heme co nceptually similar to that developed by Wittmaa ck (1979) has be en
rea lized within a depth of 2 cm downstream of the front lens
of the probe , and shown in Fig. I. The positive or secondary
ions are extracted from the target region by an accelerating potential of, typically , :i= 100 V, within a di sta nce of a few mm. They
are energy-analyzed by a 90 ° electrostatic prism and focused
onto a slit transmitting ions within an energy window of ± 10
eV. A tran spo rt system subsequently focuses the transmitted ions,
after dec e leration , to the entrance of an RF quadrupole mass
filter , so as to match the acceptance requirements of the latter.
Th e ce nter of the quadrupole is maintained at an offset poten tial of a few volts, relativ e to the target potential. A potentiometric voltage divider and two 0-3 00 V power supplies provide
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Fig. 2. Calculated probe diameter (dp) vs beam acceptance
half-angle at the source (a 0) for the Ga-probe in the UCHRL SIM. Experimental points at three beam-defining aperture settings are shown.
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UC-HRL SIM/ SIMS
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Fig. 3. Comparison of mass spectra obtained for a sample of
fluoroapatite. Positive ISi spectra are shown in (a) and (b)
for, respectively, a 1.6 pA, 40 keV Ga+ probe and a 10 pA,
40 keV In+ probe. The total ion dose was comparable in the
two cases. Negative ISi spectra are shown in (c) and (d) for,
respectively, the same probes as in (a) and (b). The total
Ga +/In + doses in this case were in the ratio of ¼.

for 12 voltages required to operate the complex optics of the
ATS. A heated filament within a drift space in the ATS can be
used to ionize the residual gas by electron bombardment , for
calibration purpose s as well as residual gas analysis. The secondary ions transmitted by the quadrupole are accelerated to
± 3000 V for efficient detection by a CEM. The SIMS CEM
signal is proce ssed in the same way as the ISE or ISi signals
for pulse-mode image display. A scaler gives the total pulse count
for every map recorded. Mass spectra are accumulated with a
multichannel scaler (MCS) and printed on a chart recorder. A
summary of SIMS data , relevant to either mass spectra acquisition or isotopic mapping , is given in Tables IC and ID, respect ively.

In practice , to maintain the statistics of counts/pixel at a meaningful level of signal/noise ratio, it is often desirable to use acquisition times longer than the above minimum . On the other
hand , an upper bound on tct is imposed by the desire to maintain a monolayer 0 2 coverage on the sample during a SIMS
scan to enhance the ISi yields (Blaise and Bernheim, 1975), thus
improving SIMS sensitivity and image statistics. There exist two
conditions to satisfy the requirement , depending on whether oxygen replacement is available or not.

Conditions for High Resolution SIMS Imaging

No oxygen replacement
ISi yield enhancement is still effective, as long as the original
0 2 coverage is not depleted during the SIM scan . For a monolayer 0 2 coverage of atomic surface number density noequal

Several issues regarding high resolution imaging microanalysis
have been examined previously (Ruedenauer , 1984; Levi-Setti
et al. , 1984a). In a digitally controlled raster scan coupled to
a SIMS system, there exists a condition on the minimum dwell
time tct per pixel, to preserve synchronous image display
without loss of bandwidth. This is due to the non-negligible time
of flight, tr = i'(2E/M) -½ that the ISi of energy E , mass M ,
take in travelling an overall distance f from the target through
the ATS and RF quadrupole . For our system, the condition !ct
> tr implies tct > 10- 5 (M)' 12, for Min amu. Thus , a map with
106 pixels for e.g., Na 23 will require a minimum acquisition
of - 50 s, one for In 115 - 110 s, etc.

to that of sample atoms N 0 , assuming equal sputtering yield Y
for both species, the original 0 2 coverage is not consumed provided tct < ~ 0 /JPY, where J~ is the probe current density. In
our case, JP 1s - 0.5 A/cm . For Y = 2 , tct - 160 µ.s.
The implication of this upper limit on !ctis that longer dwell
times will fail to increase the accumulated statistics in
proportion. This however applies to carpet sweep scans, such
as those at the optimum magnification (20 x 20 µ.m2 in size
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for our smallest spot size). In our experien ce td up to 512 µs
have been tolerated in several cases, without ser ious reduction
in the ISi yields. This may indicate the presence of more than
one 0 2 monolayer on the sample surface. This restriction is
also much less stringent or absent when dealin g with ox idized
or oxygen -rich materials. In addit ion , when the area scanned
is larger than the opt imal size, gaps between pixe ls will be left
untouched by the probe in one scan. This will then allow several
maps of the sa me area to be recorde d at maximum dwell time
per pixel.
With oxygen replacement
In this case , saturated 0 2 coverage during the sputt ering process is maintained by an ambien t pressure P(O 2) such that the
rate of oxygen molecule impact on the sample matches their
removal rate by sputtering. As discussed elsewhere (Levi-Setti
et al., 1984a) , we have extended the derivation by Blaise and
Be rnheim (1975) to our case, where the ion beam dwells for a
time td over n pixels per frame. The resultin g co ndition is,
P(Oi) 2'. N0 aJP Y (21r mkT) -' 12n- 1, where N0 = surface
atomic density of the so lid , a is the ejection cross sec tion of
the adsorbed 0 2 . Y the sputtering yield of the sa mple. For JP
= 0.5 A/cm 2 , Y = 2 , T = 300 °K , n = 106 as in our experimen t conditions, P(O 2) 2'. 1.8 x 108 torr. Although facilities
for 0 2 flooding of the specimen chamber in our microprob e
have been recently installed , the results to be presented he re
still refer to the cases where no externa l 0 2 replacement was
available.
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The trade-off between SIMS se nsitivit y and spat ial resolution is a well known issu e, discussed in detail in many reviews
(see e .g. , Liebl , 1975; McHugh, 1975). Extension of these con sidera tion s to the range of probe size to be anticipated for LMIS based instrum en ts have also been presented previously (LeviSetti and Fox , 1980; Ruedena ue r, 1984). In proposing the
specific optical column design on which the UC-HRL SIM is
based , Levi-Setti and Fox (1980) have anticipated the limitin g
sensitivity of the instrument for two cases: a sa mpl e-vo lume
limited performance , such as relevant in the analysis of parti culates , and a sam ple-volum e unlimited performance , relevant
in bulk analysis. In essence , these co nsiderations lead to the
expectation that only major concentration fractions (:?: 10%)
are detectable in micrograin s at the IOnm level, and that ppm
concentrations require the consumption of µm-size volumes.
These limits refer to the conventional assumption of maximal
overall SIMS detection efficiency rry = 10- 3 , where T/ is the
collection efficiency, and 'Y is the ion fraction (McHugh , 1975;
Levi-Setti and Fox, 1980). The UC-HRL SIM has met this expectation in so me cases, as could be determined with a variety
of samples and specifically with a sample of natural fluoroapatite
(Iron Mountain , Cerro Mercado , Durango , Mexico) of known
compos ition (Young et al., 1969) with 23 % atom ic Ca concentration. From an observed counting rate of 2 x 104 cps/pA for
Ca 40+ , ass umin g a sputtering yie ld of S = 3 (Lodding, 1983),
we obta in an overa ll detection efficiency of 4 x 10- 3 , or 1/250
sputtered ion s, as summarized in Table IC.
Although SIMS mass spectra of apat ites have been studied
extensively (Lodding et al. , 1978) using the Cameca IMS 300
analyzer, and are therefore well known we present in Fig . 3 the
spec tra for the fluoroapatite samp le referred to above for comparison. This is relevant in this co ntext since our microprobe

Fig. 4. Mass spectra obtained with a 10 pA, 40 keV In +
probe. Fig. 4(a) refers to a freshly cleaved sample of SbC15 ,
stage 4 intercalated, highly oriented pyrolithic graphite. Fig.
4(b) refers to a Cu sample, polished with alumina powder
and etched in HN0 3 •
is operating in rather unconventional conditions when compared
with the current, spot size, incident energy and ion species usually employed in SIMS. The above authors used a 14.5 keV obeam for positive !SI , a 5.5 keV o- for negat ive ISI , with currents - 0.5 µA and beam spot size - 60 µm . In Fig. 3(a) and
3(b) we compare positive ISI spectra obtained, respectively , with
a 1.6 pA , 20 nm , 40 keV Ga + probe and a 10 pA , 50 nm , 40
keV In + probe , for a comparable overall ion dose between the
two spectra. In Fig. 3(c) and 3(d) we compare negative ISI spectra for the two kinds of probe . However , in the latter case the
overall ion dose was ¼ for Ga + vs. In + . The samples were
embedded in epoxy , sectioned and lightly coated with Au-Pd
to elimin ate charging effects . They were analyzed at an ambient
pressure of - 10- 8 torr.
The peak counting rate that we observed for Ca 40 with the
Ga + probe was 3.2 x 104cps, corresponding to an uncorrected
yield of 2 x 104 cps/pA. Peak counting rate s reported by Ladding et al. (1978) for the Cameca IMS 300 are a factor of 103 higher than our s, but the correspond ing yie lds are only 10- 3 of what we observe. Accounting for the much reduced
dynamic range in our case ( - 3 decades sma ller for positive
IS!, - 2 decades sma ller for negative ISI), the spectra of Fig.
3 are remarkably similar to those of Ladding et al. (1978), (aside
from peaks such as c - , CH - , C 2 -, C 2 H- , CN - , CHO ,
which may be attributed to contamination from the embedding
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medium during samp le sectioning).
It shou ld be remarked however that the sensitivity limitation
in our case is self-imposed , due to the desire to investigate the
residual sensitivity at the limits of lateral resolution. With larger
beam defining apertures our probe current can be increased by
at least a factor of 102, and correspondingly , the spectral dynamic range . Concerning the comparison between the Ga + and
1n+ probes, we note that for positive ISi (Fig. 3(a) and (b)) ,
the somewhat higher yields for In + are consistent with the ratio
of sputtering yie lds from In + vs. Ga +, estimated as 1.4 for Ca
(Sigmund, 1969). For negative ISI instead (Fig. 3(c) and (d)),
we note that the yields for low mass ISi are depressed for In +
vs. Ga + , whi le the reverse seems to occur for the higher mass
ISi. Particularly noticeable is the relative intensity of the PO 2peak for the two spectra, larger than the factor of 4 dose difference between Fig. 3(d) and 3(c), and the appearance of a
PO 3- peak for the In + probe, absent for Ga + .
In addition to Ca in tluoroapatite , the highest yie lds for positive ISi, in the 104 cps /pA range , have been observed for the
other elements of low ionization potential, the alkali in particular ,
in silicate minerals and glasses. Comparable yields for the
negative ISi have been obse rved for the elements of high electron affinity , the halogens in particular, and oxygen. At the low
end of the scale , the yields for e.g. c- and C 2 - in graphite
for the In + probe , are - 2 x 102 cps /pA. This is illustrated
by the spectrum of Fig. 4(a) for a SbCl 5-intercalated , highly
oriented pyrolithic graphite.
Extensive measurements of the ion yields for metals bombarded with 9 keV In + ions have been reported by the Vienna
group (Gnaser , et al. , 1982; Ruedenauer , et al. , 1982; Gnaser
and Ruedenauer , 1983; Ruedenauer , 1984). Although a systematic investigation of ISi yields from pure metals has not yet been
undertaken with our microprobe, we observe consistent ly very
high yie lds for metals in a variety of matrices . For the Ga +
probe , for example, Al metallizations of integrated circuits have
shown yields in the range 103- 104 cps /pA , Ti and Cu from a
superconducting wire matrix - 10 3cps /pA respectively , and
similar yields are observed for Si, without externa l 0 2 enhancement. For our In + probe , we report as an examp le in Fig . 4(b)
the positive ISi spectrum obtained for an oxidized Cu sample ,
which was polished with alum ina powder and etched in HN0 3
for crystallographic purposes. The Cu yields in this case is also
- 103 cps/pA. The residue of the alumin a polishing is detected
by the Al and AIO peaks. Variou s contaminants or impurities
seem to have contributed a rich variety of peaks to this spectrum. In general , the ISi yie lds with our In + probe are - 3
orders of magnitude higher than those reported by the Vienna
gro up for O 2-enhanced In + bombardment. This discrepanc y is
most likely attributab le for the largest part to the difference in
SIMS detection efficiencies between the instruments used. A
s imilar compa rison is not directly feasible with the data presented by the VG group for a 10 keV Ga + probe with 0 2 flooding (Bayly, et al. , 1983a and b; Waugh, et al., 1984). From the
use of 0.1 -3 nA probe curr ents however by these aut hors and
a compar ison of the stat istics in corresponding e lementa l maps ,
we must surmi se an overall SIMS detection efficie ncy for the
VG system - 10- 2 - 10- 3 that of the UC-HRL SIM.
In summ ary, Ga + and In + probes 20 - 50 nm in size, at 40
keV, are quite comparab le to 0 2- probes in the relative yie lds
of positive and negative ISi. When coup led to a highly efficient
SIMS system, they still provide - 4 decades of spec tral sensitivity at currents of I - 10 pA in acceptable acquisit ion times

(<

!hr.).

High resolution ISE and ISi imaging
The basic mechanisms of contrast formation in ISE and ISi
(mass unresolved) images obtained with a 40 - 60 keV Ga +
probe have been discussed in detail previously (Levi-Setti, 1983;
Levi-Setti , et al., 1983a). Since "topographic " imaging is playing a fundamental role in the optimization of SIM performance
and remains the most accessible gauge to est imate the probe
size, we present several such images obtained with the UC-HRL
SIM. These will illustrate the present limit s of SIM lateral
resolution.
Figure 5(a) and (b) shows two views of the eye of Drosophila
melanogaster obtained in the ISE mode with the Ga + probe
at 1.6 pA. The image resolution , estimated at 20 nm (from other
images at high magnification) , reveals the cornea l nipple array ,
the antireflection coating of insect eye-lenses (M iller , et al. ,
1965). At the higher magnification of Fig. 5(b) , much of the
detail is lost in a second scan of 256 s due to sputter erosion.
Under the 10 pA In + beam , the lenses co llapse rapid ly during
visua l focusing . Figure 5(c) and (d) shows two views of the
SiO 2 skeletons of fossil diatoms, also in the ISE mode . These
images exhibit a wide range of gray tones and generally give
a life-like rendition of lights and shadows.
Figure 6 shows other diatom details , imaged wit h the ISi
signals. In Fig. 6(a) and (b) the sculpturing of the surface is
the result of prolonged erosion by the probe . Fig. 6(b) and (d) ,
with a field of view of 5 µm width, begins to show resolution
limitations , although part of the rounding-off of sharp edges is
always due to eros ion.
Figure 7(a) and (b) shows the topography of the HN0 3etched surface of rec rystallized , etched Cu in the ISi mode . In
this case, the texture provide s an insight into the lattice orientation in twin structures. The seco nd sample , at a lower level of
chemica l etch , has been used to revisit our prev ious Ga +
studie s of channelling contrast (Lev i-Setti , et al. , 1983b), using
a 10 pA In + probe. Figure 7(c) and (d) shows the same area ,
imaged in the ISi mode at 11° and 22 ° probe incidence ang le
w ith respect to the sample surface . The critical axial chan nelling
ang les for 40 keV In + on Cu range between - 5 ° and 10° for
different orientations. Characteristic contrast rever sa ls are
observed between the two sides for several crysta llites . The level
of c rystallographic contrast is co mparable to that we observed
previously for a Ga + probe. The two views shown actually represent a subset of a larger range of observations made possible
by the use of a newly installed rotatab le stage . The channelling
profile s for individual crystallites can now be measured and the
continuous transitions leading to contrast reversals monitored.

SIMS isotopic maps at high lateral and depth resolution
We have exp lored the SIMS mapping performance of the UCHRL SIM in a range of interdi sc iplinar y app licatio ns. Out of
an already overwhe lmin g amou nt of co llected information , we
select for the present purposes a few examp les apt to illustrate
the new insights which an instrum ent of this kind can contribut e.

Surfaces and interfaces
The fact that the probes of smallest spot size ( - 20 nm) are
limit ed by the chromatic a berration to low curre nt value s
( - 1 pA) in our SIM system has revealed itself to be an asset
in the mapping of monolayer -thick segrega tes or contaminants
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Fig. 5. Topographic contrast in ISE images obtained with
a 40 keV, 1.6 pA Ga + probe.
(a), (b) Details of the eye of Drosophila melanogaster. 256
sec. exposures. Bar = I µ.m.
(c), (d) Fossil diatoms (SiO2). 256 sec. exposures. Bar (c)
= 10 µm, (d) = 1 µm.

the surface deposits , was taken for Ga (Fig. 8(b)). Here the incident Ga + ions are stopped by the Au layer at a shallow depth
and are immediately resputtered. The black dots , corresponding to the islands of contaminat ion , represent most likely areas
where the implanted Ga does not reemerge.
Figure 8(c) and (d) shows CI35- maps of the freshly cleaved
surface of highly oriented pyrolithic graphite (HOPG) , intercalated with SbCl 5 (stage 4). These maps give perhaps the most
convincing demonstration of the above considerations concerning
surface monolayer imaging. The observed structure can be
sharp ly mapped only in the first scan as shown , for a 1.6 pA
Ga + probe , whi le most detail is lost with an 8 pA sca n . In a
recent interpretation of a large number of similar maps obtained
for both stage 2 and stage 4 SbC15 HOPG (Levi-Setti et al. ,
1985), the outcome of a collaboration with D.M. Hwang ofBell
Communications Research , the bead-like domains are regarded

on a surface. In fact, since the beam dwell time per pixel cannot be reduced below certain limits, discussed above , to preserve image bandwidth, the probe current must be low enough
to ensure sub-monolayer erosion depth per pixel. These conditions are satisfied in our case .
Figure 8(a) is a K39+ map of the Au-coated surface of a Si
wafer. This map was obtained with an 8 pA Ga + beam , - 40
nm wide. We are most likely dealing with the residual con tami nation from a detergent or etc hant smear. Similar maps were
obtained for Li. The next scan , prior to the disappearance of
541
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Fig. 6. Topographic contrast in ISi images of fossil diatoms
(SiO2), near the present limits of useful magnification.
1.6 pA, 40 keV Ga + probe, 256 sec. exposures. Bars in all
images = 1 µ.m.

Differentiated bulk structures
In collaboration with E. Olsen of the Field Museum of Natural
History , we have undertaken to investigate the detailed structure and composition of chondrites , a class of primitive stone
meteorites. These consist of aggregates of spher ica l or ovoida l
bodies called chrondules , composed of crysta lline silicate minerals (e.g. olivine , pyroxene) , ceme nted together with silicate glass.
Of particular interest is the study of the rims exh ibited by most
chondru les, which were acquired in the environment of the ear ly
solar nebula , prior to their accret ion into meteorite-sized bodies .
Several questions still remain unanswered regarding e.g. the distribution of the volat ile elemen ts (e.g. Na , K) within the body
of the chondrules , and the possible layering and compos ition
of their rims. An examp le drawn from this study (Wang et al.,
1985) is shown in Fig. 9, where a portion of a chondrule and
its rim are shown, as seen through maps for AI27+ , Na23+,

as representing the long-sought Daumas~Herold domains (Daumas and Herold, 1969) of graphite intercalation compounds.
In freshly cleaved samp les most of the exposed domains are expected to evaporate and those we observe are located one monolayer beneath the surface. The line network is attributed to the
migration and coa lescence of intercalant domains along surface
steps and stacking faults. We estimate that , at the magnification
of Fig. 8(d), only half a grap hite monolayer was sputtered in
the scan. Clearly, with a probe consuming several monolayers ,
the superpos ition of randomly distributed domains prevents their
individual visua lization.
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Fig. 7. ISi images of recrystallized, polished HNO 3-etched
Cu. 256 sec. exposures.
(a), (b) Surface topography of twin structures, bar = 10
µm (a), 1 µrn (b).
(c), (d) Crystallographic,,contrast with a 10 pA, 40 keV
In+ probe, at 11° primary incidence angle in (c), and 22°
in (d). Contrast reversals due to ion-channelling effects. Bar
= 10 µm.

Fe56+ and QI6- , obtained with an 8 pA Ga + probe. The sample was a thin section of the Mezo-Madaras meteorite, a type
3 chondrite , polished and lightly coated with Au-Pd . The Ferich rim does not show any structure in this case (Fig. 3(c)).
Additional maps for the same area, for Mg 24 and other
elements , allow an identification of the mineral phases present.
The chondrule (right half of the maps in Fig. 9) appears as an
aggregate of olivine grains cemented in a glassy matrix. The
olivine grains themselves are rimmed by an Fe-rich layer, a novel
feature which may suggest a further primordial stage in the formation of the chondrules themselves. A peculiar feature of the
o- map is represented by the comp lete absence of an osignal from the Fe-rich areas , while o- is abundantly emitted
from the silicate mineral areas.
Studies of biomineralization
For much the same reasons that make them biologically or

chemically active, several biologically important elements also
have high secondary ion fractions. This is the case most of all
for Ca , Na and K. Thus, even at the minimal probe currents
of our SIM, mapping of these elements in biological material
and biomineralization , is em inently successful. An extensive
literature on the subje ct already exists (see e.g. , the reviews by
Burns , 1982; Lodding , 1983; Galle et al., 1983). We have ex-
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Fig. 8. (a) K39 + map of contaminant on Au-coated Si wafer.
8 pA, 40 keV Ga + probe, 512 sec., 5.1 x 105 counts.
(b) Ga 69 + map of same area as in (a). 256 sec., 2.3 x 106
counts, bar = 10 µm.
(c) Cl35 - map of freshly cleaved, stage 4, SbCI5-intercalated, highly oriented pyrolithic graphite. 1.6 pA, 40 keV Ga +
probe. SU sec., 1.3 x 106 counts. Bar = 1 µm.
(d) Same as in (c). 7.2 x 105 counts. Bar = 1 µm.
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much like the "varves" obse rved in sed imentary deposits at the
bottom of tranquil bodies of water. often preserved in shales.
The Ca.JOmaps of Fig. IO(b) and (cl) show that a radiating structure , perpendicular to the layer ing is a lso present. As clea rly
visible in Fig. IO(cl), this structure has a definite latera l period icity and longitudin al continuit y, the latter poss ibly related to
epitax ial crysta l growth (Lonsda le, 1968; Deganello and Coe ,
1983). We are collaborat ing with the latter authors in these SIM/
SIMS studies. In a further co llaborat ion with D. Bushinsky and
F. Coe of the Department of Medicine at UC, studies are in
progress on the structure, composition , and growth dynamics
of the skull bone (calvaria) of neonatal mice. SIMS imaging
microanalysis of such bone in our SJM has revealed that a steep
gradie nt exists in the Ca distribution between surface and interior. While the calvaria sur face is covered by a network of
organic materi a l extremely rich in Na and K (Bushinsky et al. ,

plorecl applications of our micro probe to studies of human renal
ca lculi and bone of neonatal mice. In the case of renal calculi ,
the extreme crystallographic contrast in SIM imaging of crystalline materials acids an informative insight. Thi s is shown in Fig.
IO(a) and (c), showing images of a fractured surface of a human
kidney stone as obse rved , uncoated , with the JS! signal. The
layered stru cture observed is suggestive of depositional events,
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1985), only a sparse di stributi o n of Ca nuc lea tion ce nters is
prese nt at the surface , but a mu ch riche r Ca d istributi on , exposed by sputt e r etching , is prese nt in und er ly ing laye rs.
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Fig. 9. Elemental maps of polished section of Mezo-Madaras
chondrite , 8 pA, 40 keV Ga + probe. Bar = 10 µm.
(a) AJ2 7+, 512 sec. , 3.0 x 105 counts.
(b) Na23+, 256 sec. , 1.8 x 106 counts.
(c) Fe56 +, 512 sec., 4.3 x 105 count s.
(d) 0 16 - , 512 sec. , 1.2 x 106 counts.

Three-dimen sional objects
Iso top ic maps have bee n obta ined of a variety of sa mpl es exhibitin g pronounced relief. Since the target is loca ted in a reg ion
whe re the e lec tric fie ld possesses a wea k ho rizo nta l co mpone nt
(caused by the fringing field of the elec tro static pri sm analyzer) ,
a ce rta in deg ree of shadow ing does a ffec t the e le mental maps
of thr ee-d imensiona l objec ts. We a re dea ling then with topogra phic co ntrast in SIMS mappin g. Severa l samples of biolog ical
objec ts w ill illu stra te thi s effec t and its exte nt.
Sh own in Fig. II (a) and (b) a re Na 23 a nd Ca 4 0 maps of
hum an eryth rocy tes . A K 39 ma p, not shown he re, is indi stin guishable from that for Na 23 . Th e e rythro cytes we re glutaral dehid e- fixed , mounted on a sta inless stee l supp o rt with po lylys ine, criti ca l-point dri ed and lightl y coa ted with Au-Pd. Both

topog raphi c co ntr as t and edge effec ts are prese nt in these images , which reta in the sc ulptural app eara nce of SEM
microgra ph s. Sequential mapping provides information for a full
thr ee -dim e nsional reco nstru ction of the ce lls.
Fig . II (c) a nd (d) a re Na 23 maps of the win g of Drosophil a
melanogaster. In Fig . II (c) , so me of the setae re ma ined embed ded in the mo untin g medium . Some are free standin g and are
see n cas tin g a shadow. Thi s is a high statistics map, showing
a richness of gray -leve l tones. Edge effec ts a re like ly to co ntribut e to the extraordina ry Na emission from the setae. Intensity
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Fig. 10. SIM images of fractured urinary stone. 8 pA, 40 keV
Ga + probe.
(a) ISi image of uncoated surface.
(b) Ca 40 + map of area shown in (a). 512 sec., 1.1 x 106
counts. Bar in (a) and (b) = 10 µm.
(c) ISi image of uncoated surface, eroded by the ion probe.
(d) Ca 40 + map of the area shown in (c). SU sec., 3.5 x
106 counts. Bar in (c) and (d) = I µm.

of Dr. J.A . Kohlbeck of Herc ules , Inc., Magna, Utah. The
samples are in the form of fiber bundles adhering to sticky tape;
the entire assemb ly was given a light Au-Pd coating. SIMS imaging of the fiber s showed sim ilar ities with the description of ancien t, degraded flax fibers (mummy cloth) , given by Kleinert
(1972). Chara cter istic is the presence of crumb-lik e fragments,
ad hering to the fiber surfac e, attributed to the residue of epidermal and cor tica l cells.
Shown in Fig . 12 are elemental maps for Ca 4 0 , 0 16 , K39 and
CP 5 . The fiber sur face is generally rich in Ca , distributed fairly
uniformly with occasio nal concentration in the crumb-like fragments. Th e O distributi on co rresponds rather closely to that of
Ca , although more spar se and particulated . Some Cl seems
rather uniforml y prese nt. K and Na are very abundant in the
sur face fragme nts, and occas ionally anticorrelate with the Ca
co ntent. Some of the alkali-rich fragment s also contain some
Li, while the Ca-r ich particulates also show a signal for mass

discrimination isolates the em ission from the protru ding setae,
as shown in Fig. II (d). Similar maps were obtained for K, while
the Ca content is minimal.
The abilit y to perform imaging microanaly sis of particulate
matter on the sur face of free-standin g filaments , such as textile
fibers, was explored by examining linen fibers from the Shroud
of Turin. Samples originally co llected by Dr. R . Rogers of Los
Alamos National Laboratory , were obtained throu gh courtesy
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56, which we cannot separate between Fe and CaO. An unusually high Na content in flax fibers from Egypti an mummy wrappings , when compared to modern linen , had been noted by
Kleinert (1972) and attributed to possible residue from incomplete rinsing of the fabric from washing with natural detergents .
We will continue this excursion into "forensic archeology" by
comparing the Shroud of Turin fibers with those of dated Near
Eastern linen , obtained through courte sy of Dr. J.M. Cardamona
of Ohi o State University .

Figure 11. Elemental maps of biological objects with pronounced relief. 20 µA, 40 keV, Ga + probe.
(a), (b) Human erythrocytes. (a) Na23+, US sec., 1.6 x 106
counts; (b) Ca 40+ , SU sec ., 2.3 x l0 5 counts. Bar = 1 µm.
(c), (d) Wing of Drosophila melanogaster.
(c) Na23+ , 256 sec., 3.8 x 107 counts; (d) Na 23+, US
sec., 7.7 x 106 counts. Bar = 10 µm.

Stable isotope labelling of biological material

transport and metabolism , in conjunctio n wit h SIMS imaging
microanalysis , has been often advocated (see e .g., Ringo and
Krohn , 1978; Burns, 1982). Several promising species which

The use of stab le isotopes as tracer s of biological element
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Fig. L2. Elemental maps of linen (flax) fiber s from the
Shro ud of 1\1rin , mounted on sticky tape. 1.6 pA, 40 keV
Ga + probe. Bar = LOµm.
(a) Ca 40 + , SU sec., 3 x 105 counts.
(b) QI6 - , SU sec. , 1.6 x 105 co unts.
(c) K39+ , SU sec., 7 x 105 count s.
(d) CP 5 - , SU sec., 1.2 x 105 counts.

for SIMS detection , the molecular interferences at the same mass
must be absent or small , and last but not least . the isotope must
be (relat ively) inexpen sive.
Ca44 is an obv ious candidate for the stud y of the dynami c
of Ca fixation in bone. In the extreme case in which bone is
mode lled by apat ite, Table 3 shows what would be the yield of
Ca-14 in a sample examined in the standard mapping condition s
for our microprob e, for the natur al abundanc e ratio Ca 44/Ca 40

= 0.0215. The data in the Table indicate that an excess of
Ca-14/Ca40 of - 0.01 over the natural ab undance would be
detectab le.
As a co mpelling extension of the studies mentioned above on
the skul I bone of the neonatal mouse, we have ana lyzed samples

could be used for these purpo ses are identified in Table 2 . They
sat isfy the basic requirements of such an approach: the element
must be biologically active, the natural abundance of the isotope
must be small, the eleme nt must have high secondary ion yields
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which were cultur ed live, in vitro, in a Ca 44 medium (Bushinsky et al. , 1985). Prev ious determin ation of the Ca 44/Ca 40
ratio over numero us control samples had shown a ratio consistent with the natural abundances. Surfac e ratios as high as 0.55
were observed for the Ca 44-labeled samples . Th e active Ca44
fixation sites appear to overlap the pre-existing Ca 40 sites, and
visualize the pathways of bone ca lcification (at leas t for an i11
l'itro culture). Further studies of these grow ing bones. with in
,fro Ca 44 labe lling are in progress.

Galle P, Berry JP, Escaig F. (1983). Secondar y ion mass microanalysis: applications in biology. In: Scanning Electron Microsc.
1983; I I: 827- 839.
Gnaser H , Ruede nauer FG, Studnicka H , Pollinger P. (1982).
Applicati on ofa liquid metal ion source in ion microprob e analysis. Proc. 29th Int. Field Emission Symp .. H .0. Andren , H.
Norden (Eels.) , Almqvist Wiksell Int ., Stockholm , 401- 408.
Gnaser H, Rueclenauer FG. (1983) . Pos itive seco ndary ion
yields under In + and 0 2 + bombardment. Int. J. Ma ss Spectrum . Ion Phys. 46: 503- 506.
Kleinert TN . (1972). Ageing of cellulose. Pt. VI. Natural
ageing of linen over long periods of time. Holzforschung, 26:
46-51.

Conclusions
Within the limitations of our initial exploration of high spatial
resolution SIMS imaging microa nalysis, several novel structural
features in a variety of materials have been brought to light which
had escaped detection by other microa nalytical methods. A combination of factors, including high spatial reso lution and low
probe intensity, have contributed , at times unexpectedly. One
ca nnot refrai n from the overwhelming desire to obse rve many
more old objec ts with new eyes.
At the same time it is felt that such obse rvations need be accompa nied by a new generat ion of systematic SIMS studies. in
which the pec uliarities of the inte raction and implant of metal
ions used as probe s may be unders tood and quantified.

TABLE 2
Promising Candidates for Stable-isotope
Labelling of Biological Material
Isotope
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Discussion with Reviewers
N.S. McIntyre: Could you please provide details on any procedures that were taken to counteract c harging for the specimens
analyzed?
Authors: Insulators were coated with a thin film ( - 5 nm) of
Au-Pd in a sputter-coater. This film is rapidly sputtered away
from the surface area being scanned in the SIM. Exposure of
the insulator , as long as the window thus opened is surrounded
by a grounded conducting film , does not affect SIMS operation. The metal ion implant seems effective in makin g the insulator surface conductive enough to prevent charging. Some
recoil implantation of the surface coating is observed , not serious
enough , however, to interfere with the mapping or spectra acquis ition of the other elements.
N.S. McIntyre: Do you feel that topographi c and elemental
detail could be separated by usin g the Ga + or In + signal as a
reference?
Authors: This seem s a promi sing approach , restrict ed however,
to those matrice s which are effect ive in stopping the Ga + or
Jn+ implanted ions close to the surfa ce. The equilibrium concentration of the latter, which depends on the implant rate rela tive to the sputtering rate, is in fact a function of the range of
the probe ion s in the target and its sputterin g yield (Gnaser et
a l. , 1982) .
N. Winograd: What are the prospects of imaging molecular
cluster ion s? Would this provid e any new information?
Authors: Imaging can be performed with any ion species contributing a distinguishable peak in the mas s spectrum. Maps
have been obtained for e.g. Ga 2 l38+ resputtered from Au surface, CaOH + in urinary stones (presumably from calcium oxalate) , Cao + in calcium carbonate , CN - in organic material , etc.
In the latter case , the CN molecule acts as a high sensitivity
tracer of N, of lesser ion fraction. Often the hydrides and dimers
have a higher ion yield than the parent atoms , as in the case
of e.g. CH -, C 2 - , 0 2 - , etc. The mapping of molecu lar cluster
ions can then be performed with better statistics than that of
com ponent monoatomic species , when these are difficult to
ionize. Furthermore, mapping with distinctive molecular
fragments can provide a certain amount of chemical information absent in monoatomic maps.
A. Lodding: Your transmitted seco ndary ion yields, as shown in
connection with the apatite spectra, are indeed impressive. However , your comparison with the yields of "conventional" SIMS
applies to circumstances as they were ca 7 years ago. The transmissivity of the "second generation" Cameca equipment is probably still lower than that quoted (N .B. at considerably lower
total ion currents) for your instrument , but not by more than
one order of magnitude.
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G. Blaise: The mass-resolved secondary ion yield which you
quote (2x I04 cps/pA for Ca in apatite) relative to the primary
current, is significant in your case since the ions that you co llect have been produced by the total probe curre nt. On the contrary , in the case of the probe of the Cameca IMS 300, the
primary spot ( - I mm 2) , is much larger than the imaged field
of view ( - 0.05 mm 2) , so that on ly a small fraction (1/20) of
the primary current is actually useful in the production of the
detected secondary ions. I feel that a comparison between the
detection efficiencies of the two instruments in question should
take this point into account to be meaningful.
Authors: We appreciate the comment made by A. Lodding concerning the performance of the new vs. the old Cameca equipment. In the context of compar ing the yields of our scan nin g
probe vs. those of a direct imaging instrument as the Cameca ,
the remark by G. Blaise is most relevant. We concur with the
notion that a comparison of detection efficiencies shou ld take
into account the fraction of the primary beam actually con tr ibuting to the detected signal. In terms of economy of samp le
consumption, however , there remains the fact that in direct imaging instruments , a large fraction of the sputtered ions is not
utilized.

element Si
atomic concentration: 0.12
Si + signal = 2 · 106 cps
yield Yt; 0_12 - 4000 cps/pA

element Ca
atomic conce ntration : 0.04
Ca+ signal - 6 · J06 cps
yield Yt"a 004 - 1.2 · 104 cps/pA
Compari ng now all the yie lds for the same atomic concentration of 0.23 one obtains:
Levi-Setti's microprobe - for Ca - 20,000 cps /pA
Cameca (Lodding) - for Ca 2 ,000 cps /pA
Orsay group - for Ca 60,000 cps /pA
Orsay group - for Si 8,000 cps/pA
This comparison shows the sensitivity is of the same order
of magnitude for the two types of instruments in so far as the
experimental conditions are rather different (for example the
sputtering yield for Ga + ions of 40 keV is at least a factor of
four higher than using light ions as
or
of lower energy) .
Authors: We very much appreciate the above detailed discussion by G. Blaise regarding the comparison of the sensitivities
of our microprobe with that of the Cameca analyser.

o-

G. Blaise: After further investigation, it appears that the primary ion current (0.5 µA, Lodding et al., 1978) used in your
estimate of the sensitivity of the Cameca analyser, is in error.
In a more recent paper , Lodding and Odelius, (1984) give more
realistic value s of the current:
ions of 15 keV; total current
150 nA ; current on an image field of 60 J.Lmin dia.; 15 nA.
Another point that must be taken into consideration, when dealing with insulator s, as minerals are , is the charging effect. With
an
prob e , it is not possible to co mpen sa te for the negative
c harging of the surface using an e lectron bea m. As a result of
consultation with several colleagues involved in the microanalysis
of min era ls, I propo se the following:

G. Blaise: You estimate a ratio of 1.4 for the y ields from In +
vs. Ga + probes for pure Ca in fluoroapatite . In your case the
problem is to compare the sputtering yield of the fluoroapatite
bombarded by In +, Ga + respectively. I have calculated this
ratio and found a value of 1.75.
Authors: Thank you for your use ful comment.

o-

o-

A. Lodding: Does your present equipment contain any facility
for an offset in samp le voltage, to minimize molecular peaks
and to position the energy pass window at a given range on the
seco ndary ion energy distribution ?
Authors: Yes, both sample and quadrupole bias potentials can
be varied independently , as well as the width of the energy pass
window (in the range 0.5- 10 eV). We normally position the
energy pass window to bracket the peak of the ISi energy distribution by varying the sample potential relative to the energy
analyzer potentials (sample offset). Another offset voltage, between the sa mple and quadrupole bias potentials (quadrupole
offset) determine s the velocity of the !Si's through the quadrupole mass filter. Both the mass resolution and the transmission
of the quadrupole are affected by this offset, whi ch we maintain in the 0-10 eV range. The se aspects of SIMS using quad rupole mass filters are discu sse d in detail by Wittmaack (1982).

Levi-Setti's microprobe:
sa mpl e: apatite
e le ment Ca - atomic concentration
Ga + ion - 40 keV
probe current: 1.6 pA
ca + signal : 3.2· 104 cps
yield Y ta 0_23 - 2 · 104 cps / pA.

of

0.23

Cameca analyser - Lodding and Odelius, 1984
sa mpl e: apatite
element Ca - atomic concentration 0.23
ion s - 15 keV (probab ly charging up effect)
tota l cur re nt : 150 nA.
useful current on 60 J.Lmimage field = 15 nA
Ca+ sig nal: 3 · 107 cps
yield: Yta o.23 - 2000 cps/pA

o-

A. Lodding: In connection with your apat ite example you have
pointed out that , in the negative spectra, the high mass peaks
are relatively depressed when Ga + primary ions are used, but
relatively enhanced by the use of In +. For example, in the spec trum obtained with Ga +, the PO 3 - peak is nearly absent.
Could this not be due to the well known effect of di sc rimination
against polyatomic ions by "energy offset"? If the impinging

Cameca IMS 300 (Orsay group)
sample: feldspar
ions - 5.5 keV no charging up effect
Primary current density: 0.16 µA /mm 2
Usefu l current on 60 J.Lmimage field: 0.5 nA.

of
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primary ions cause a build-up of charge on the insulatin g speci men , the energy distribution of the secondary ions is likely to
drift past the IOeV energy pass window of your co llector (cf.
e.g. the paper by Odelius et al., 1985 in these volum es). Could
the obse rved differences between the spectra obta ined with Ga +
and In + , respectively , be co nnected with a difference in the
degree of sur face "metallization " ac hieved'l
Authors: The same Pd-Au-coated samp le was used for both
Ga + and In + mass spectra. Also the SIMS operatin g parameters were the same in both cases. We can therefore exclude
the effects due to an extraneous ly imposed energy offset. Ther e
remains the possibility that loca l fields , created on the insulator
surface w ithin the window opened by the scan on the Pd-Au
coa ting, may be different for the Ga + vs. the In + implants. The
surface resistivity of the impl ant "meta llizatio n" will differ in
the two cases, due to the difference in range and sputtering yield
for the two species . It is conce ivab le that different equi librium
sur face potentials may be reached on the areas being analyzed ,
which will also depend on the probe current. Unfortunatel y this
hypothesis is beyond verification for the time being .

Additional Reference s
Ladding A , Odelius H. (1984). Sensitivity and quantitation
of SIMS as app lied to biomineralization, in: Secondary Ion Mass
Spectrometry SIMS JV, A Benninghoven, J Okano , R. Shimizu,
HW Werner (Eds.) , Springer-Ver lag , N .Y., 478-484.
Odelius H , Ladding A, Werme L, Clark D. (1985). Secondary Ion Mass Spectrometry of Glasses: Aspects of Quantification. Scanning Electron Microsc. 1985; in press.
Wittmaack K. (1982). Design and Performance ofQuadrupo lebased SIMS instruments: A Crit ical Review. Vacuum 32: 65-89.

Authors Late Addition: Since this paper was written we have
been advised of two addit iona l papers related to the disc ussion
of SIMS se nsitivity and spat ial resolution:
Slodzian G. (1975). Some problems enco untered in secondary
ion em ission app lied to e lementa ry ana lys is, Surface Science
48: 161.
Slodzian G, Figueras A. (1980) in Proc. 8th Int. Conf . on
X-Ray and Microanalysi s, Boston (1977), Pendell Publishing Co. ,
MI , 659 - 665.
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